a half later, in U.S. airspace, while
being flown to a Houston hospital.
The pilot and copilot of the plane
that brought Hughes from Mexico—
both of whom had Hawn charters
for Hughes' financial empire before
—said after landing in this country
that the patient loaded on the plane
had shown signs of life, such as
moving his lips.
Unfamiliar with Hughes' Secretive
way of life,' Mexican authorities
cited as suspicious several circumstances surrounding his entourage's
stay in Mexico:
• Police who searched the Hughes
quarters in a luxury hotel here say
they were unable to detect a single
fingerprint on Hughes' wheelchair
or bed, on furniture, doors, typewriters or any of the other office or
medical equipment left behind.

• Also, they said, enorm ous
amounts of papers were found to
have been shredded and left behind
in three plastic trash bags.
• The windows of the room in
'which the ailing Hughes had stayed
were found boarded up.
• Investigators quote a Hughes'
aide as saying during questioning
that Hughes was supposed to sign
"very important papers" on Saturday, two days before his death, but
that he could not do so because he
did not regain consciousness. The
investigators speculate that the
"papers" might have been a new
will or codicils to an existing will.
* Several documents relating to
the entry into Mexico of the nineman Hughes group on Feb. 11 were
discovered to be missing from Mex-

ican government files, and the Investigation indicated that the
Hughes party had left Mexico with.
out providing the medical certi-'
ficate required by law for the departure of a seriously ill person:
The office of the Mexican attorney general began investigating
the circumstances s ur round in g
Huges more than a month ago, when
it was discovered that, in the words
of the report, he had been "virtually smuggled into the country."'
The federal attorney report quote's. a Hughes aide, Eric Bundy
as saying that he had paid
Mexican customs officials a $3,000
"gratuity" to obtain release of office and medical equipment that
had been held at the airport after
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ACAPULCO, Mexico, April 15—
Mexican authorities investigating
the circumstances surrounding the
death of Howard Hughes have raised
the questinn of whether the billionaire was alive or dead when he was
taken from Mexico 10 days ago.
A 103-page report including testimony taken by the Mexican attorney general's office cites a Mexican
doctor's judgment that Hughes "had
only three or four more hours to
live" as of 6 a.m. April 5 and the
fact that Hughes' plane did not
leave Acapulco for another six
hours.
The report does not offer any
direct evidence, however, to refute
Hughes' doctors' statement that the
rich recluse died another hour and

a-

,
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States to discuss their then-impendCot Victor Manuel Montemayor
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that
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preressed surprise to vented
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• Again, although the aide
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